
2012 is a special year because it is
1700 years since the battle of the

Milvian Bridge, which occurred on 28th

October 312. It was fought a few miles
north of Rome between Constantine, the
ruler of the western part of the Roman
Empire, and Maxentius, the ruler of Italy.
Maxentius made the mistake of march-
ing out of Rome to engage Constantine
in battle north of the bridge across the
Tiber River. (Figure 1 – map) On a coin
issued by Constantine at Constantinople
in 330 to celebrate the dedication of the

city a bridge is shown on the reverse
(Figure 2). Although there is no indication
which bridge it is, it is generally consid-
ered to be the Milvian Bridge. There are
towers at both ends, and under the bridge
the pylons and rushing water are clearly
shown. The stone bridge that stands
today (Figure 3) has been remodeled
over the centuries and contains only
parts of the ancient bridge. At the time
of the battle there was also a pontoon
that Maxentius had made of boats tied
together across the river. 
Constantine’s soldiers pushed their

opponents towards the river; and when
the pontoon bridge broke, the perman-
ent bridge was too narrow to take the
thousands of soldiers struggling to cross
it, and many were drowned or killed by
Constantine’s soldiers. Constantine’s
victory changed the course of history
because he subsequently promoted Chris-
tianity. He went on to defeat Licinius,
the ruler of the eastern part of the Roman
Empire, and Christianity flourished
throughout the empire. The persecuted
followers of the crucified Christ became
members of the establishment! 
Eusebius was the bishop of Caesarea

during Constantine’s reign and in his
Life of Constantine and Church History
he portrays Constantine as a saintly
figure and his opponents as paragons of
evil, but the reality was probably very
different. For example, Eusebius says
that Maxentius was a tyrant and Con-
stantine invaded Italy to free the people
from his grasp. He describes Maxentius
as ‘busily engaged in abominable and
sacrilegious activities, so that he left
no outrage undone in his foul and filthy
behaviour’, whereas Constantine was ‘the
gentlest, mildest, and kindest man there

ever was.’ (Life of Constantine, I.33.1
and I.46, translation by Cameron and
Hall, 1999).  It is more likely that it was
Constantine’s lust for power that moti-
vated him. After all, Constantine was a
soldier, the son of a Roman general, and
making war was what they did. 
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Figure 3 – View of the Tiber River and the Milvian Bridge. (Source: Wikimedia Commons)

Figure 1 – Map of Rome and its northern en-
virons on 28th October 312 AD. (Drawing
based on the map in Constantine the Great
by J. H. Smith)

Figure 2a – Reverse of a small billon coin is-
sued by Constantine in 330 AD probably
showing the Milvian bridge. CONS / Z above
the bridge means Constantinople / 7th factory.
RIC VIII Constantinople 21. (Collection of St
John’s Cathedral, Brisbane)

Figure 2b – Drawing of the coin in Figure 2a.



According to Eusebius, before the
battle of the Milvian Bridge Constantine
saw a vision of a cross in the sky and the
words, ‘By this sign conquer.’ That night
Christ appeared to him in a dream and
told him to make a copy of the sign that
had appeared in the sky and to use it as
protection. Eusebius says that many
years later Constantine showed him
what he had made and his description
is similar to the standard (called the
labarum) that appears on a coin that
was issued by Constantine in Constan-
tinople in 327 AD (Figure 4). It was a tall
pole with a transverse bar forming the
shape of a cross. At the top was a wreath
of gold and precious stones, and in it
was the monogram of Christ (The Greek
letter, X, superimposed on the Greek
letter, P). From the transverse bar hung
a square cloth covered with precious
stones, and near the top of the cloth were
golden portraits of Constantine and his
sons. The description of the ‘sign’ given
by Eusebius differs from the standard
that appears on the coin in minor details,
e.g. the monogram is not in a wreath
and the medallions (presumably the por-
traits of Constantine and two of his sons)
are in the centre of the cloth. These could
have been concessions allowed to the
engraver because of the tiny space on
the coin.
On the coin the standard is piercing

a serpent and the inscription on the rev-
erse is SPES PVBLICA (Hope of the
People). The significance of this image
is unknown, but a possible explanation
is that the serpent is Licinius, who had

been finally defeated by Constantine in
a battle in 324. In his Life of Constantine,
which was written sometime between
336 and 339, Eusebius paints an unflatt-
ering picture of Licinius. He describes
what Licinius did to some of the church
leaders: ‘Their bodies were gradually
chopped with a sword into many pieces,
and after this harsh torment, shocking
beyond the tales of tragedy, they were
thrown into the deep sea as food for fish.’
(Life II.2.2) He compares Licinius to a
snake (Life II.1.2) and quotes a letter in
which Constantine refers to Licinius as
a dragon ‘driven out of the public admin-
istration through the providence of the
supreme God and by our service.’(Life
II.46.2). At a conference held by the Soc-
iety for the Study of Early Christianity
at Macquarie University on 5thMay 2012,
Dr Caillan Davenport, who lectures in
ancient history at the University of
Queensland, drew attention to a passage
in the Life. In it Eusebius mentions a
painting that was above the entrance
to Constantine’s palace. The painting
showed a dragon ‘pierced through the
middle of the body with a javelin, and
thrust down to the depths of the sea.’
Eusebius explains that ‘in this way
[Constantine] indicated the invisible
enemy of the human race.’(Life III.3.2)
In the same passage Eusebius refers to
Isaiah 27.1: ‘The Lord will punish with
his sword . . . the gliding serpent . . . he
will slay the monster of the sea.’ (NIV)
All of this suggests that the serpent on
the coin represents both the devil and
Licinius.
Because Constantine had ordered his

son Crispus and his wife Fausta to be
executed in 326 he would not have
wanted the coin to remind the people of
those events, and a reference to a par-
ticular person, e.g. Licinius, is unlikely.
Therefore the serpent probably just rep-
resents evil.
Another explanation for the image on

the coin is that the serpent represents
heresy. The Ecumenical Council that
met in Nicaea in 325 had been called by
Constantine to bring religious unity to
the empire. The Arian heresy, which
maintained that Christ was subordinate
to God the Father, had caused deep div-
isions in society. Constantine’s coin
appeared only 2 years after the Council
decreed that Christ was of the same
essence as the Father. In a letter written
by Constantine and quoted by Socrates,

a fifth century historian, Arius is called
‘a shameless servant of the devil’. (His-
toria Ecclesiastica I.19.17) But again,
because of the recent deaths of Crispus
and Fausta, drawing attention to a par-
ticular person would not have been the
intention of the image on the coin. 
In catalogues the coin is usually said

to be extremely rare, but this is not the
case for all the varieties of the coin. Lars
Ramskold, who lives in Sweden, has
made a particular study of them. In a
personal communication he explained
that there are three types, depending on
what Constantine has on his head. On
the commonest type (RIC VII Constan-
tinople 19) Constantine wears a laurel
wreath (Figure 4), and there are about
21 of these known. Less common is RIC
VII Constantinople 26, on which Con-
stantine wears a rosette diadem, and
there are about 6 of these known. The
rarest is a coin that is not even listed in
RIC. On it Constantine wears a ladder-
shaped diadem (Figure 5), and Lars is
aware of only 3 specimens. One of these
specimens is in the collection of St John’s
Cathedral in Brisbane. This collection
contains other extremely rare coins
relating to the history of Christianity,
and it could well be the finest collection
of its type in the world.
Eusebius records that Constantine

commanded that replicas of his standard
be made to lead all his armies (Life
I.31.3). The only coin minted during Con-
stantine’s reign that shows a military
standard in any way similar to the stan-
dard that Constantine showed to Euse-
bius (and that appeared on the coin
issued in 327) is a follis minted at Arles
in 336 AD (Figure 6). It is listed in RIC
VII as Arles 394. It has the monogram
of Christ on a banner that hangs by a
cord from the top of the pole. The legend
is GLORIA EXERCITUS (The glory of
the army). Apparently the standard
that Eusebius saw was Constantine’s
own personal standard whereas the one

Figure 4 – Follis issued by Constantine in
327 AD.  RIC VII Constantinople 19. (Source:
Triton V, Lot 2169)

Figure 8 – Follis issued by Constantine in 334
AD. RIC VII Arles 386. (Author’s collection)

Figure 9 – Follis issued by Constantine in 313
AD. RIC VII Rome 2. (Author’s collection)

Figure 5 – Follis issued by Constantine in
327AD showing Constantine wearing a lad-
der-shaped diadem. (Collection of St John’s
Cathedral, Brisbane)

Figure 6 – Follis issued by Constantine in 336
AD. RIC VII Arles 394. (Author’s collection)

Figure 7 – Follis issued by Constantine in 334
AD. RIC VII Arles 385. (Author’s collection)



shown on this coin was a modified ver-
sion for military use. 
On another coin (RIC VII Arles 381)

minted two years earlier, i.e. in 334 AD,
there are two standards with a banner
hanging from the top of each, and be-
tween the standards there is the mono-
gram of Christ. Presumably the engraver
considered that the space was too small
to put the monogram on each banner.
Also at Arles in 334 AD Constantine
minted two coin types with the mono-
gram in the field of the reverse. One has
the monogram between two stars above
a she-wolf that is suckling Romulus and
Remus, the legendary founders of Rome
(Figure 7). The other has the monogram
to the left of the prow of a ship on which
stands the goddess Victory who is holding
a spear and resting her hand on a shield
(Figure 8). Although the monogram here
is often considered to be just a label
used by the mint to indicate the issue, its
situation in front of Victory’s ship would
be in keeping with Constantine’s story
of having been led to victory by the sign.
Except for a few rare issues the mono-

gram of Christ appears only on the
coins of Arles (and the SPES PVBLICA
coin of Constantinople) during Constan-
tine’s lifetime. This is not surprising
because Arles was a leading city of the
Western Roman Empire and a centre

of early Christianity. In 314 AD the
Council of Arles, the first representa-
tive meeting of bishops in the Western
Roman Empire, was convened at Arles
by Constantine. 
What really was the significance of

the monogram? It seems far-fetched to
explain it as the combination of the first
two letters in the Greek word xPIΣTOΣ
(Christos). Constantine and his soldiers
spoke Latin: Greek was the language of
the eastern part of the empire. Origin-
ally, the monogram was probably the
personal emblem of Constantine, per-
haps indicating a connection to the sun-
god; but when the number of Christians
in the empire was increasing dramatic-
ally Constantine came up with the con-
trived connection to Christ. 
This raises the question just how

Christian was Constantine? The first
folles issued by Constantine at Rome in
313 AD show Mars, the war-god who was
worshipped at Rome, and Sol Invictus,
the war-god brought to Rome from the
east (Figure 9). Coins showing Sol Invic-
tus were issued by Constantine at various
centres until about 321 AD. All these
coins support the argument that the
story of Constantine’s conversion to
Christianity at the time of the battle of
the Milvian Bridge was a myth, a later
invention of Constantine, which was sub-

sequently promulgated enthusiastically
by Christian apologists. The fact that the
coins showing Sol Invictus ceased about
321 AD suggests that Constantine’s
actual conversion occurred about that
time. It may not have been a sudden con-
version as in the myth, but a gradual
process, and what he was converted to
was probably different from what one
understands of Christian conversion
today. Nevertheless, Constantine’s reign
was a pivotal time in the history of
Christianity. 
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Figure 10 – An allegorical representation of the Battle of the Milvian Bridge, Apostolic Palace, Vatican City.
Photo by Jean-Christophe Benoist. Image courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
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